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It is shown that a fuzzy continuous map.fis fuzzy perfect iff,f‘x i, is fuzzy closed 
for every fuzzy topological space 2. ( 1987 Academx be\\. Inc 
One of the most important types of maps in topology is the class of per- 
fect maps (continuous, closed functions with compact point-inverses). It is 
wellknown [2] that such maps, ,f, can be characterized as those for which 
f’x i, is a closed map for every space 2 (where i, is the identity map on Z). 
One interesting property of perfect maps is that the arbitrary product of 
perfect maps is again a perfect map. 
In [l] Azad defined a fuzzy continuous map between fuzzy topological 
spaces to be fuzzy perfect iff f x i, is a fuzzy closed map for every fuzzy 
topological space Z, and proved that the arbitrary product of fuzzy perfect 
maps is fuzzy perfect. The purpose of this note is to prove a theorem for 
fuzzy spaces similar to the characterization theorem for topological spaces. 
There are two observations which add interest to such a theorem. First, the 
methods used are the “non-topological” Q-neighborhoods of Pu and Liu 
[9]. Second, if X is a fuzzy topological space and XE X, then a fuzzy 
topological space Y may not be fuzzy homeomorphic to (.x} x Y. This 
complicates proofs which in the topological case are fairly straightforward. 
In Theorem 3.1 we extend results of Pu and Liu [lo] by giving necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a homeomorphism, and then 
use this result in 4.6 and 4.7. 
We shall assume familiarity with the techniques of Pu and Liu, outlined 
in the next section. We shall also explore some properties of fuzzy quotient 
and fuzzy closed mappings. 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The reader is referred to [ 1 l] for the standard definitions of fuzzy 
topological spaces. We shall call a fuzzy topological space a fuzzy space or 
an fts and shall not assume that an fts contains all constant maps. For 
A c X, pA will denote the characteristic function of A. 
1.1 [9]. Let (X, 9) be an fts. 
(a) A fuzzy point in X is a map xi, : X + I such that x E X, A> 0, and 
ifz=x, 
otherwise 
(a) A fuzzy point xj. is said to be quasi-coincident with the fuzzy set A, 
denoted by x,qA, if l+A(x)> 1. 
(c) A is said to be quasi-coincident with B, AqB, if there exists some 
xeX such that A(x)+ B(x)> 1. 
(d) A fuzzy set A is a Q-neighborhood of xi, (or Q-nhood) if there 
exists some BE 9 so that B 6 A and x,qB. (We shall usually use fuzzy 
open Q-nhoods.) 
(e) A fuzzy point e is called an adherence point of a fuzzy set A if 
every Q-nhood of e is quasi-coincident with A. 
(f) If A is a fuzzy set, supp(A) = {xEX: A(x) >Oj. In particular, 
supp(x ;.) = x. 
(g) A fuzzy point e is called an accumulation point of a fuzzy set A if 
e is an adherence point of A and every Q-nhood of e is quasi-coincident 
with A at some point different from supp(e), whenever eE A. 
(h) A fuzzy set is closed iff it contains all of its accumulation points. 
(i) A fuzzy net is a map from a directed set D into the set of all fuzzy 
points in X. 
(j ) A fuzzy point xi. is a cluster point of a fuzzy net {S, },, tD, if for 
each Q-nhood U of x, and each m E D, U is quasi-coincident with 
A,,, = sup,,~,,,(S, }. We say that xi, is frequently quasi-coincident with {S, }. 
We shall need a modified version of these Q-nhoods. 
1.2. DEFINITION. A fuzzy open set A in (X, 9) is a uniform Q-nhood of 
the fuzzy set B if there exists some E > 0 so that for each x E supp(B), 
A(x) + B(x) > 1 + E. In particular, given a map F from (X, 9”) to (Y, 3) 
and a fuzzy point y, in Y, A E g is a uniform Q-nhood of FP ‘( yi) if there 
exists some E>O so that for each XE F--‘(y), A(x)+~> 1 +E. When we 
have determined E, we may refer to such a neighborhood as an E-uniform 
Q-nhood. 
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1.3. If A is a fuzzy set in the fts (X, 9) and B is a fuzzy set in the fts 
(Y, 9), then F ‘B(x) = @F(x)) and 
F(A)(Y)= 
SUP,.~~I,,., A(x) if F '(r)#lzr. 
0 otherwise. 
F is called ,fuzzy continuous if F- ‘g E .F whenever g E 9, fuzzy quotient if 
F ‘g E .F iff g E 9, and ~U,-ZY closed if F(A ) is fuzzy closed in ( Y, 9) 
whenever A is fuzzy closed in (X, 9). It is easily verified that if F is fuzzy 
closed then F is fuzzy quotient and F(p,)=p(,I,, is fuzzy closed in 1 
(where ~L,,,,~) is the characteristic function of F(X) in Y). 
1.4. LEMMA 18, Lemma 2.61. If F maps u set X onto N .set Y, then 
1 - F( CJ) < F( 1 - U) ,fiw an)’ ,fuzz~l set CJ in X. 
2. FUZZY QUOTIENT AND FUZZY CLOSED MAPS 
Two classes of fuzzy spaces which have proven useful both as sources of 
examples and in developing the theory of fuzzy spaces are the induced 
spaces developed independently by Weiss [ 123 and Lowen [S] (who calls 
them topologically generated spaces) and the weakly induced spaces of 
Martin [8] and Cerruti [3] (who calls them A-spaces). 
2.1. DEFINITIONS. (a) Let (X, 9) be an fts and p , the characteristic 
map of the set A&X. Let $.={~a:~u,E.F~ and :F,*= (AcX:~,4~9jj. 
(X, S$ ) is an fts and (X, F”,*) a topological space. 
(b) An fts (X, 9) is called induced if J is the collection of all lower 
semicontinuous (1.s.c.) maps from (X, 97) into I. 
(c) An fts (X, 9) is called vivaklj, induced if whenever ~3 E .P. then 
g: (X, .F-,*) -+ I is 1,s.~. 
The proofs of the next lemma and part (b) of Theorem 2.3 arc 
straightforward. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let F: (X, 9) -+ ( Y, 9) he ,fuz:~, quotient [closed]. Then 
F: (X, %F,*) + ( Y, %p) is quotient [closed, respectitlel~,]. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let F: (X, 5) + (Y, 9) h e ri swjectiw ,fuzz~~ quotient 
map. 
(a) Jf‘ (X, .9 ) is weakly induced, so is ( Y, 9). 
(b) G contains all constant maps jff9 contains ull constant maps. 
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Proof: (a) Let g E 3. Since F is fuzzy continuous and F- ‘g is defined to 
be gF, gFE 9 and hence gF is 1.s.c. To see that g is I.s.c., let c1> 0 and show 
gP’(a, 1) E gC*. Now, since F is fuzzy quotient, it follows from Lemma 2.2 
that g-‘(cr, 1)~3<? iff F-‘g-‘(a, 1)~P;f. But F-‘g-‘=(gF)-’ and since 
gF is I.s.c., F- ‘g- ‘(cl, 1) E FF. The result follows. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let F: (X, 9) + (Y, 9) be a fuzzy quotient map. If 
(X, F) is induced, so is ( Y, 9). 
Proof. Martin has shown [S] that an fts is induced iff it is weakly 
induced and contains all the constant maps. The proof is now immediate 
from the theorem. 
The next result will be used in Section 4. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let F map (X, 5) onto (Y, 3). Then the following are 
equivalent.. 
(a) F is fuzzy closed. 
(b) for every fuzzy point y, E Y and uniform Q-nhood U of F-‘( y,), 
V = 1 - F( 1 - U) is a ,fuzzy open Q-nhood of y, and V < f ( U); 
(c) for every fuzzy point y, E Y and fuzzy open set U containing 
F’(y,), V= 1 -f(l- U)E% and y,< V<F(U). 
ProofI We shall show (b) + (a), (c) + (b), and (a) -+ (c). 
(b) -+ (a). Let g be fuzzy closed in X and assume y, $ F(g), i.e., 
Y, > F(g). Then u > F(g)(y) = sup,..-,(.,, g(x), so say @ = su~.~~~~l(.~) 
g(x)+2&. Now, if U=l-g, UE~. If XEF-‘(y), U(x)+cr= 
1-g(x)+supZE,~~~~,.,g(z)+2~ 3 1 -g(x) + g(x)+2&>1 +E. Thus, Uisa 
uniform Q-nhood of F-‘(y,). Then, by the condition, V= 1 - F( 1 - U) is a 
Q-nhood of y, and V<F(U). But V=l-F(g), so V+F(g)=l and yI 
cannot be an accumulation point of Fg. Since Fg is fuzzy closed iff it 
contains all its accumulation points (1.1(h)), F(g) is fuzzy closed. 
(c) + (b). Let y, be a fuzzy point in Y, U be an c-uniform Q-nhood 
of F- ‘(y,). Then U(x) + c1> 1 + F for all x E Fe’( y). Since 1 -a + E < U(x) 
for all x~F~‘(y), F~‘(y,~11+6)<U. By condition (c), V= 
1 -F(l- U)E~, and Y,-~+~ d V<F(U). But then 1-cr+ed V so that 
1 < 1 + E d V’+ tl and V is a Q-nhood of y,, completing the proof. 
(a) -+ (c). Let y, be a fuzzy point in Y and U a fuzzy open set in X 
containing F- ‘(y,). Let I’= 1 - F( 1 - U). Since F is fuzzy closed VE 93 and 
by Lemma 1.2, V<F(U). Since c<U(x) for all x~F’(y), 
1 -a> 1 -U(x) for all xEF’(y) so 1 --~~up-~~~-~,~) (1 -U)(x)= 
F(l--U)(y).Thus V(y)=l-F(l-U)>ccand V>y,. 
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2.6. EXAMPLE. UNIFORM Q-NHOOD IS NECESSARY IN THEOREM 2.5. Let 
X= [0, a), Y= [0, 11, and 
.f’(x) = i ,; 
if .u<l, 
if ~31. 
Let X have the discrete fuzzy topology and Y the quotient fuzzy topology. 
Define 
if .r<l, 
if .u>l. 
Then U is a Q-nhood off- ‘( 1 ,I4)r but 1 -f‘(l - U) is not a Q-nhood of 
1 Ii43 even though f is fuzzy closed. 
3. PRODUCTS 
Pu and Liu observed [lo] that a “section” of the product of fuzzy spaces 
need not be fuzzy homeomorphic to a coordinate space, and gave sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a homeomorphism. In the case of two spaces 
we extend their result to necessary and sufficient conditions. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let (X, 9) and ( Y, 3) he ,fikz~ spaces and let xc, E A’. 
Then (xg ) x Y (as a s&space of XX Y) is fuzzy homeomorphic to Y iff,f;w 
all f‘ E 9, iJ’,f’(.u,) = 2. then (the constant map) E. is in <c?. 
Proof: Assume the condition holds and @: {x0) x Y + Y is the natural 
l-to-l fuzzy continuous map onto Y. By [lo, Theorem 1.11, to show @ is a 
fuzzy homeomorphism, it is sufficient to show the image of every subbasic 
open set is open. Clearly, (I7,’ g) =g for every gE 9. lf ,f’E 9, say 
,f(xo) = 3., then (Z7; ‘fl I .,,;) = 2,. By the condition il E 9. Thus @ is a 
homeomorphism. 
Conversely, if Y: (x0 } x Y + Y is a fuzzy homeomorphism, let ,f’~ ,F and 
assume f(xo)=j.. Now, 171~‘(fl(ro))~~~Iir,,I x3, so Y(l7, ‘(,/ll,,,I))~!q 
since Y is a fuzzy homeomorphism. But 17; ‘(.j’ ( ,,,; )(x,,, 2) =,f’,(x,, I ) = 
f(x,)=ksothat ‘Vn;‘fl (.~"))(Y)=~uP(~".;,~~ lc.v)n, '(.f‘l~.,,,)(-~, -)=i. 
Thus yY(fl, 'fl :'iol ) = 2 and 1. is in $9 since Y(I7; ’ .f’ 1 I,,il ) is in 9. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let (Y, 9) he a fuzz)! space, A’= {x0 ), and 
F = (0, 1). Then {x0} x Y is fuzzy homeomorphic to Y. 
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3.3. COROLLARY [lo, Theorem 2.11. Let (X, 9) and (Y, $9) he fuzzy 
spaces and let x0 E X. Zf Y contains all constant maps then {x0 } x Y is fuzzy 
homeomorphic to Y. 
4. PERFECT MAPS 
4.1. DEFINITION [5]. An fts (X, 9) is fuzzy compact iff for every family 
B c F and constant map I. such that supP E B p > ,I and for all E > 0, there 
exists a finite family B, E B such that sup,, c B0 p > I. - E. 
4.2. DEFINITION. A fuzzy continuous map F: (X, .9) -+ ( Y, 9) is fuzzy 
perfect iff F is a fuzzy closed map and FP ‘( y) is fuzzy compact (as a sub- 
space of (X, 9)) for every y E Y. 
We shall show in Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 that this definition is equivalent 
to Azad’s. In the next paragraph we use filters only to establish 4.3. The 
relevant definitions may be found in [4]. 
In [ 5, Theorem 5.11 Lowen showed that an fts X is fuzzy compact iff for 
each CI < 1 and for each prefilter 9 with c(F) > ~1, there exists some x E X 
such that adh F(x) 3 CI (where c(F) = inf,, ,F suprc x u(x)). He later 
showed [6, Theorem 4.61 that for a prehlter 9, XE X and a f 1, 
adh F(x) > c( iff the fuzzy net based on 9, N(P), has x, as a cluster point. 
(See Definitions 1.1 (i) and (j)). Hence, if X is not fuzzy compact, there is 
some c( < 1 and some prefilter F with c(F)>cr so that if a<~(* <c(9), 
adhF;dcr<*, and therefore N(9) cannot have x,* as a cluster point. 
Now, N(4) has as its directed set O(8) = {(x, u)\ UE 8, U(X) >O} with 
(x’, u’) 3 (x, U) iff u f u’, and N(9): D(F) -+ {fuzzy points in X} is defined 
by (x, u) +x,(x). So, continuing the argument above, if (x, u)ED(F) and 
c( < CI* < c(,, < c(9), then by the definition of c(F) there exists some X’E X 
with u(x’) 3 a,. Thus, (x’, U) 2 (x, U) and ~:,,.,>a,. We collect this dis- 
cussion as 4.3. 
4.3. If X is not fuzzy compact, there is a fuzzy net {S,},, D and some CI* 
and CI” with a* < t10 < 1 so that (S, } has no cluster point of the form x,. 
for any XE X and such that for each mELI, there is some LED, n am, 
satisfying S,(x) > CI~, for x = supp( S,). 
We note that although Lowen assumes a fuzzy topology contains all 
constant maps, he does not use this assumption in [6, Theorem 4.6(ii)] or 
the part of [S, Theorem 5.11 needed above. We omit the easy proofs of the 
next two lemmas. 
4.4. LEMMA.!~'~': X + Y is a fuzzy closed map, then for any fuzzy set G 
in X, f(C) =f(G). 
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4.5. LEMMA. Let .f: X + Y and yli < y,, 6f (U). Then there exists utz 
x ~,f ‘(y) so that xB < U. 
4.6. LEMMA. Let {p} he a singleton and f: (X, 9) -+ ( p} the nuturul 
,fuzz)~ quotient map. rf (f x iz): Xx Z --t { p 1 x Z is fuzzy closed for afl,jic~~ 
spaces Z, then X i.y,fizzy compact. 
Proof: Assume not. Then by 4.3 there is some fuzzy net i S,) It ,) in X 
and some a* < CI() < I so that {S, > has no cluster point I,. and so that for 
each m E D, there is some n E D, n 3 m, so that if supp(S,,) = X. S,,(X) 3 x,,. 
We shall denote the members of {S, } by (.u”),~: the fuzzy point S, has 
supp(S,) = x’ and value 2, at supp(S,). 
Let o$X, let X* = Xu {CO>, and extend fuzzy points to X* in the 
natural way. We define a system of Q-nhoods for each fuzzy point e in X*. 
If supp(e) E X and ,f is a Q-nhood of e, let 
For CJ = (!I;, we define a Q-nhood for each Y E D. Let 
if .Y=o, 
if ,X=-Y ” for some fi 3 2, 
otherwise, 
and let the system of Q-nhoods of oj, be all fuzzy sets I: containing some 
U,, x E D. This system satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.2 of [IS]. 
hence defines a fuzzy topology for X*. 
Now, let G = supsrt D {(xl, x’);, } and consider (,f’x i/)(c), which is 
closed by our assumption and equal to (,f x i,)(G) by Lemma 4.4. Notice 
that 
(.fx i,)(Wp, :I= 
if : = .\-z 
otherwise. 
It follows from 3.1 that { p 1 x X* may not be fuzzy homeomorphic to 
X*. However, we claim that (p, w),,~ is an accumulation point of 
(,fx i,)(G), and hence in (.f’x iz)(e). If (Vx U,,,) is a Q-nhood of (p, tu)I,, 
for some m E D, pick n E D, n 3 rrz, so that 1.,, 3 CL(,. Since (V x U,,,) is a 
Q-nhood of (p, o)~~~, (V(p) A U,,(cu)) + cxo> I, so if V(p) = k, (k A I) + 
r,> I, or k+a,> I. Now, (Vx U,,,)(p..u;,,)+(f‘xi,)(G)(p,.r:‘,,)= 
(k A I)+ j”,,> k+a,> 1, so that (p, w),,, is an accumulation point of 
(.fx i,)(G), hence in (,j’x iy)(G) = (,f x i,)(G). 
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Since c(* < CI~, (p, o),* < (p, o),~. Lemma 4.5 then implies that there is 
some x l f-‘( y), so that (x, o)@. < G. We claim that xa. is a cluster point 
(in X) of the net {S, }aE D. Let U be a Q-nhood of xUr and let m ED. Con- 
sider Ux U,. (Ux U,)(x,w)+a* = (U(x) A l)+a*> 1, so that Ux U, 
is a Q-nhood of (x, o),.. Thus, for some (a, b) # (x, o), 
(U x U,)(a, b) + G(a, b) > 1. By the definition of G, we conclude that 
a = b = xa for some a ED, and since 
if cram, 
otherwise, 
and [( U(x’) A U,(x”)] + A, > 1, it must be the case that a >m and 
U(x’) + 1, > 1. Hence xx’ is frequently quasi-coincident with {S, }, and so 
is a cluster point. [ 1.1 (j)]. This contradiction establishes the result. 
4.7. THEOREM. If f: X+ Y is a fuzzy continuous map such that 
f x i,: Xx Z + Y x Z is fuzzy closed for all fuzzy spaces Z, then f is fuzzy 
perfect. 
Proof To see that f is fuzzy closed, let x0 E X and let Z = {x0 } with 
fuzzy open sets 0 and 1. Then by Corollary 3.2, Xx {x0 } is fuzzy 
homeomorphic to X. Thus f is fuzzy closed. 
The proof that f ~ ‘(y) is a fuzzy compact subspace of X for every y E Y 
follows from Lemma 4.6 in much the same way the topological theorem 
follows [2]. We omit the details. 
4.8. THEOREM. Let f: (X, p) -+ (Y, ‘3) be fuzzy perfect. Then 
(f x i,): Xx Z -+ Y x Z is fuzzy closed for every fuzzy space Z. 
Proof. We first prove the theorem in the special case that f is surjective. 
Let Z be an fts and let (y, z)~ be a fuzzy point in Y x Z. f-‘(y) with the 
subspace fuzzy topology is fuzzy compact, so f-‘(y) x {z} with the 
product of subspace topologies is fuzzy compact. But FIf.ml(y) x $91 I;1 is 
fuzzy homeomorphic to (9 x 9)lr-~c-V,x {=!, so f -l(y) x {z} (which equals 
(f x iz) ~ ‘( y, z)) is fuzzy compact as a subspace of Xx Z. Notice that 
(f x iz))‘(y, z)Jx, a) = 
1 if xEf--l(y) and z=a 
0 otherwise. 
Let W be an c-uniform Q-nhood of (f x iz)- ‘( y, z)~. . Then for all 
xEf-‘(y), W(x,z)+A>l+~, or equivalently, W(x,z)>l+~-A. Thus, 
for each xEf-l(y), W(x,z)>(x,z),+,~,. For each xEf-l(y), pick basic 
fuzzy nhoods U, of x and V, of z so that W(x, z) > U/, x V.r 2 (x, z)~ +E- j,. 
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Thus, W2 sup,,, iCp) (CI,x V,)3(f~i,)~‘(4.,=),+~,~;,. Put another way, 
suPrE/-‘(J, (U,x C)l(fxI:)-lCli,~) 2 1 + E - ;1. Using the definition of fuzzy 
compactness (4.1) with c/2, there is a finite subset x,,... xN of J’- ‘(J) so 
that suPi (UT, x v,) I (.fx iL)ml(y.;) > (1 +E-i-42 = 1 +E/2-A> 
1 + E/3 - i., so that sup; (U,, x V,<) is an c/3-uniform Q-nhood of 
(fx iz) -‘(y, =)A. 
Now, let U= supi U, and V= infi V,<. Then if (x, :) E (,fx ix) ‘(y, r), 
V,(z) > U,(x) A V,(z) = (U, x V,)(x, z) > 1 - E. + e/3 for i= l,..., Ri. 
hence V(z) > 1 - jV + ~/3. Also, U(x) = sup; U,(x) 3 sup( C’,,(X) A V,,(z)) = 
sup;( u, x V,,)(x, z) > 1 - jti + E/3. Thus, (C’x V)(x, 2) = C’(x) A I’(;) > 
1 - Ib + ~/3. It is easily verified that (U x V) < W. Since the remarks above 
also show that U is an E/3-uniform Q-nhood off’- ‘(JIM-), and sinceJ‘is fuzzy 
closed and surjective, it follows from Theorem 2.5 that 1 -,f‘( 1 - U) is a 
fuzzy open Q-nhood of yi and 1 -,f( 1 - U) <,f‘( Cr). We claim (1) 1 -- 
(.f’x iL)[ 1 -(U x V)] is a Q-nhood of (v, 2);; (2) 1 - (,f‘x iL)[ 1 - (U x V)] 
6 (.f‘x iz)(U x V); and (3) (.f‘x iz)(U x V) <,f( W). To prove (l), for 
(X,C’)E(.~‘~~~)~‘(I’,Z), (UxV)(x,z)>l-~~+1:.‘_7, so sup ,,.,, t,,xr,, I,~,_, 
[l-(uxv)](y,r)3~-~/3, and hence l-(,f‘xi,)[l-(UxV)](y,r)>, 
1 - 1, + c/3 > 1 - 2, so that ( 1) holds. (2) follows from Lemma 1.4, while (3 ) 
follows from the fact that U x V< W. Also, 1 - ( f’x i,)[ 1 - l: x V] is easily 
fuzzy open in Y x Z. 
The proof for surjective maps now follows from Theorem 2.5. To extend 
the result, let Z be any fuzzy space and ,f‘ fuzzy perfect. Since pltk ) is fuzzy 
closed in Y (since f is fuzzy closed) and ~tC.u,Xa=~,,x,~~l/s, k~,,~,~~ is 
fuzzy closed in Y x Z. If A is fuzzy closed in Xx Z, then (.f‘x i,)(A) (restric- 
ted to ,f’(X) x Z) is fuzzy closed in.f’(X) x Z by the proof above, so that for 
some G fuzzy closed in Y x Z, G 1 ~cxr,~=((.fxi,)(~)/,,.~,.,. But then 
(.f‘xiz)(A)=G A ~~~~~~~~ and so is fuzzy closed in Y x Z. 
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